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Sit downJ’ ""
Last week’s sit-in at Chancellor

William McElroy’s office, designed to
prevent the closing or franchising of
UCSD’s Day Care Center, was one of
the more remarkable events in recent
UCSD history, indeed, in recent U.S.
history. On what is supposed to be an
apathetic campus, students ranging in
number from 60 to 150 occupied the
Chancellor’s office for three days. On the
last day, Friday, May 12, 21 students
were arrested for refusing to leave the
building, as several hundred supporters
looked on, chanting support.

Police cut off entry to the building at
about 10:30 a.m., when many of 150 who
had spent the night were out for
breakfast or at classes. Of the seventy-
five who remained about 60 committed
themselves to arrest if necessary to gain
the group’s demands. It was decided that
bail was available for only 20 and lots
were drawn. 21 actually remained for the
arrest, being handcuffed and
photographed before leaving the office.

The demonstrators had pledged non-
violence and the arrestees were taken
downtown and booked before being
released on their own recognizance(no
bail required). The first was released at
10:30 p.m., the last at 6:30 a.m.

Prior to the arrests a huge crowd had
gathered, as supporters made speeches,
sang songs-some from the labor and
civil .rights movements, some composed
for the occasion--and chanted such
slogans as "don’t be misled, they’ve got
the bread." A donation container was
passed and generous contributions
obtained.

During their stay the students ate fooO
passed through windows and over the
back porch. The last night, Thursday,
the fare was enchiladas and salad. A long
meeting decided demands and tactics,
the meeting was puncuated by a guest
speaker, dinner and a string band. Later,
a film, ’Harlan County, U.S.A,’ was
shown in the main office, the children
having bedded down in the anteroom
housing McEIrov’s wet bar and lounge.
Everyone finally retired around 3 am.

The protest was sparked by the refusal
of Chancellor William McElroy to
continue subsidizing the Day Care
Center. The Center, which has been
lauded as exemplary by various public
child care agencies, was deemed too
expensive by McElroy. He cut off United
Way Funding, his own Discretionary
Funds and, according to Day Care
Supporters, Registration Fee monies.
The Center needs about $25,000 for next
year, in addition to parents’ fees and
State Department of Education
subsidies. Parents offered to raise their
fees from $150to $[70 per month and to
do building and grounds maintenance
themselves.

One argument against the Center has

been that it serves too few people, having
only about 49 children enrolled full or
part time. Supporters respond that they
would like to see it expanded but that the
administration has continually reneged
on written and verbal commitments to
expand the Center to at least 60 slots.

McEIroy contends that contracting
the Center with an outside agency would
provide "substantially" the same service
with no need for a subsidy. Supporters
argue that decent care cannot be
provided on a profit-making basis, that
it results in an unsatisfactory adult-child
ratio, that staff tend to be less qualified
and more transient, tha’t the program
allows for less inquiry and freedom for
the child. They also oppose the
minimum wagesfpaid by such agencies
and point out that the corporate agencies
have a strong lobby which recently
blocked state legislation to bring them
under stricter quality control. Also, they
contend that since such agencies are not
recognized by the State Department of
Education, but merely meet minimal
State Department of Health Standards,
no state aid would be forthcoming for
low-income students.

Thus, university-run Day Care is seen
as an affirmative action issue. It allows
single parents with low incomes, usually
women, to attend the university, to
better their positions, etc. Supporters see
the effort to franchise the Center as an
effort to deny university responsibility to
a certain group, namely, student parents.
The private agency, they contend, would
phase them out of school, would not be
more economical but would entail a 50%
reduction in service at up to a 150% rise
in costs.

The effort to get rid of university-
controlled day care would remove
parents from a significant say in the
operation. It also, they say, represents a
test case, to see if day care can be
separated from all UC campuses. All UC
campuses have day care centers now, all
subsidized by Reg. Fees or
administrative funds. UCSD compares
very favorably, the Chancellor’s Day
Care Options Committee Report shows,
with other campuses in terms of cost per
child. Also, parents here contribute
more than on other campuses.

Speaking of the Options Committee, a
point of resentment has been the fact
that the committee worked hard to study
the situation, recommended against the
outside agency and in favor of the
present Center by a vote of I I to 2, only
to have the Chancellor ignore it and opt
for babysitting to be followed by outside
contracting.

Further resentment has resulted from
the Chancellor’s manipulation of the
Reg. Fee Committee. The Committee,
which has faced several crises already
this year in connection with what the
Graduate Student Council and several

Reg. Fee members have called
"administrative abuse" of the committee
process, has been cynically used by the
Chancellor, Day Care supporters and
Reg. Fee members contend. McElroy
told the triton times that the parents
"have a point---they pay their Reg.
Fees." But when the parents went before
the committee, they discovered that
McEIroy’s right-hand man, Acting Vice-
Chancellor of Student Affairs Howard
Hunt, had recommended against
funding the Center, despite 4,000
signatures in support of such funding.
(Administrative guidelines call for such
funds to be distributed in accordance
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with student wishes.) The parents were
told by an administrator on the
committee that McEIroy had
recommended against the Center also.
Said one supporter, "What
administrator would vote against the
Chancellor on this one and still be

Con tinued page se yen

Day Care flash
At a special session Monday morning,

the Reg Fee Committee voted 7 to 4 to
fund the Day Care Center for the full
requested amount of $25,475 for next
year, pledging an on-going committment
to be overturned only by student
referendum. Reg Fee also voted to
establish a committe composed of
representatives of different sectors of the
campus community to develop
satisfactory language for a referendum
to be held next year; expansion of the
Center to accomodate the 70 people on
the waiting list will be a central concern
of the referendum.

in a memo read to the Committee,
Chancellor McEIroy said he could not
support a committment of greater than
$17,000 but would honor any decision
reached by the Committee.

The voting was largely on student-
administrator line, with all six student
supporting the decision. The Committee
approved a motion demanding that the
Chancellor respond to the decision
within 48 hours. The Committee also
recommended by a vote of 2 to I with 8
abstentions that charges against the 2[
peop!e arrested Fridaybe dropped.

One rep blamed McEiroy for the
arrests, charging unreasonableness and
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belligerence in not extending the
deadline 30 minutes to resolve the issue
Friday.

in a statement read by one student rep,
McEIroy was accused of lying to the
Committee and to Day Care supporters.
Reference was made to a "mobilization
of student support which has given
students on the Committee a new
perspective."

"The responsibility for this painful
setting of student against student rests
with one man," the statement continued,
"W.D. McElroy. He has contradicted
himself and confused others in his stance
on Daycare .... He has openly lied not
only to you who protested his behaviour,
but also to this Committee and even to
his subordinate administrators .... His
action and inaction are, in a word,
’unconscionable.’

"...while these actions are
unwarranted in and of themselves, we
are also convinced that they accentuate a
deeper philosophical issue. Student
input into these activities which shape
their educational careers is at best
marginal and at worst a joke."

The statement went on to reiterate the
cynical manipulation and disregard of
student Reg Fee reps by the"
administration and demanded a change
in the structure of the committee to give
student control rather than mere advice
over student funds.

Continued ,m page six

Hey fellas, better get it straight
WHITEHILL: I’m not at all sure this center or program is the model it’s been
presented as." (triton limes, May 5)

McEI.ROY: [-he staff at the center has de~eloped a model program through their
~ersonal motivation and should be commended for the progress made in program

, content through years of uncertain funding." (in a memo last month regarding the Day
Care Center)

.................................



TO THE STUDENTS OF UCSD:

We, the undersigned organizations,
support the parents and students of
UCSD in their struggle to keep decent
and quality Daycare at the university.
Regardless of the fact that 4,000 students
signed petitions requesting that only 83
cents per quarter be used from their reg
fees for the Daycare center (which in fact
adds up to only one-half of one percent
of the annual rcg fee budget); regardles
of the fact that in an emergency meeting
on Friday, May 12th, the student reg fee
committee voted 5 t,~ 4 to fund the
Da~care (’enter for the requested 25,000
dollars: and regardless of the
ovc-rv, helming ~,upport .,,hown by
student~ at tile 3 da~ sit-in at the
chancellor’s office. McEIro? and the
administration decided to arrest 21
student,~ who refused to ~,acatc the office
Friday altertioon, and denied the
parents’ request Ior sufficient funds to
subsidile the Davcare Center. We, as
students at this university, cannot let this
happen. In purposely ignoring the
mandate from the student body and
arresting 21 peacefully protesting
parents and students, the administration
has graphically demonstrated its
complete disregard for student welfare,
and its determination to close the

MECHA
COMMITTE FOR DECENT DAYCARE
UCSD WOMEN’S CENTER
GAY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
DISABLED STUDENTS UNION
C.A.P.E.
FEMINIST COALITION
RAPE TASK FORCE
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
WOMENCARE
H30 Suite--TIOGA HALL
ROADWORK LITERARY MAGAZINE
(HELICON)
POLITICAL EDUCATION GROUP
3RD COLLEGE PEER COUNSELORS
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
NEW INDICATOR COLt.ECTIVE
NATIVE AMERICAN STUDENT
ALLIANCE
NEW AMERICAN MOVEMENT
STUDENT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
COMMITTEE
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS

present, parent-controlled Daycare
Center at any cost.

it is time for the entire student body to
express their solidarity in the face of the
strong-arm tactics of the university. We
are rapidly organizing into a powerful
force which the administration must deal
with. For too long we have seen the
powerlessness of student voice
concerning investment of UC money in
racist South Africa. We have seen the
C.I.A. on campus. We have seen
excellent professors denied tenure and
have been given specious and
unsatisfactory answers when we have
dared to ask wh). Then we are told it’s
none of our business. We have watched
the administration ~age a campaign to
liquidate the present l)a~care facility,
and we have been arrested and treated
like criminals when we dared to stand up
and demand a sa~ in this matter Well,
we no longer intend to be ignored or
intimidated. And we ask for ~,our
individual support, as a way of vdnning
not only this struggle, but of securing
student body power and control of
services and academics at the university.
Support the Daycare struggle. Attend
the rallies and the meetings whene~er
possible. It is possible to make a ctmnge
at this university, and with your help we
are already over halfway there.

BLACK STUDENTS UNION
COMMUNICATIONS STUDENTS
UNION
CHILD CARE COLLECTIVE &
CLEARING HOUSE ORGANIZATION
SOCIAL REVOLUTION ANARCHIST
FEDERATION
EASTERN EUROPEAN FILM CLUB
VOZ FRONTERIZA
STUDENTS FOR UNITED IRELAND
KSDT RADIO
UCSD PRINT COOP
GROUNDWORK BOOKS & COM -
MUNITY CENTER
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE
COUNTY & MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES
(AFSCME)
CLAMSHELL ALLIANCE
UC DAYCARE CENTERS (UCLA, UCB
UCSC, UCSB, UCR)
JAZZ CLUB
PROGRESSIVE COALITION
GRADUATE STUDENT UNION

Scene from Clnco de Mayo festivities held at 3rd College. The date
commemorates the Mexican victory over French forces In Puebla on May 5,
1862. It is celebrated for the successful defense against foreign aggression.

Notes from the Collective Desk

Day Care Struggle:

What Does It Mean ?

Vice Chancellor Paul Saltman told a
Warren College writing class recently
that it is not the function of this
university to provide social services. The
event culminating in the arrest of 21
UCSD students last Friday reveals the
sad accuracy of this statement. The
"Daycare Issue," particularly with last
week’s direct confrontation between the
student body and the administration,
has drawn considerable support. Not
only has there been a dramatic show of
solidarity by students on this campus,
but we have also seen a great deal of
support for decent daycare at UCSD
from groups separated by considerable
geographic and ideological distances.
Last week a letter apeared in the TT
opposing the franchising of the present
center; it was dreafted by participants of
the UC Child (’are Confrence in Santa
(?’rue with representatives from every tIC
campus but one It is clear that the
display of indignation at this
administration’s design to sacrifice this
particular Day Care Center is not the
concern of solely the parents of the 40
children who are now enrolled there. The
issue at stake here is not one of the Day
(’are (’enter alone, but a question very
simply of student control over student
services, and more broadly, students’
ability to have some say over their own
educational process.

The suspension of the present Day

Care facilities would sharply undercut
the superior quality of preschool
education now enjoyed by the children
of students, it is a blatant demonstration
of the university’s willingness to openly
discriminate against women and
single parents in order to achieve
spending priorities committed to
research, and not to education. In an
unprecedented showing of solidarity, the
student body has made perfectly clear its
demand to be heard in policy-making
processes that allocate student monies.
The answer from the administration has
been a flat "no." No negotiations, no
cooperation with advisory committees,
no student input.

Taken to its logical conclusions, the
significance of the day care issue is
crucial. The administra’ion does not see
fit to consider the consensus of students
in the allocation of student funds. The
Chancellor has decided not to
appropriate one-half of one percent of a
$4.5 million budget to provide decent
day care services. However he has let
more and more administrators be hired
to create more red tape for students. 85
percent of Reg Fees is paid for salaries
which are considered personnel matters
in which students have no voice. But
with the support and organization for
decent day care, students have begun to
find a voice.

Whitehill Shines Brightly
One of the more dubious claims made

by mainstream media is that of
"objectivity," which includes the
presentation of "both sides of the story,"
the quotation of both parties in a
dispute, etc. Oftentimes, however, such

- reporting merely skims the surface and
allows misrepresentations to pass
unchallenged. An Example of this is
Chancellor McEIroy’s claim that "rising
costs" forced him to cut back Day Care.
Some local media have relayed such
quotes without examining them, when a
little digging would show that the Day
Care Center has cut its deficit from
$40,000 this year to $25,000 for next
year.

Another example of uncritical
journalism was the triton times’
publication of Richard Whitehiil’s
remarks on Day Care. The present
Center is not so hot, said Whitehill, and
the Paid Alto Corporation would
probably be better and cheaper. Of
course, Whitehiii did not mention that
low-income students would not be able
to get state aid to use Paid Alto, since the
state does not recognize it as an
educational program (it only meets
minimal Health Department standards).

And Whitehill did not mention that
he, as the only member of the
Chancellor’s Day Care Options
Committee to recommend Paid Alto,
had evaluated its program without
observing it in action.

And the triton times did not point out
that Whitehill was serving in dual
capacities as co-chair of the Reg Fee
Committee deciding the Day Care
Center’s fate and as the one member of
the Options Committee to recommend
the outside agency.

A little more digging would have
revealed an even deeper connection
between Whitehill and tbe Day Care
Center. As the assistant Vice Chancellor
of Student Affairs, Whitehill was, until
two years ago, the chief administrator of
the Center. At that time the Center was.
visited by safety inspectors who found it
intolerable. Media arrived and the
university was embarrassed. Whitehill
was quoted in the new Indicator as

suggesting the state inspectors be told to
"screw off," and that when the fire
marshall arrived the Day Care staff
should "take the children for a walk."

Day Care was subsequently taken out
of Student Affairs because of
incompetent management and placed
under the Business Office (where cost
analysts have worked hard to do it in).
Whitehill, whose star was on the
ascendant to that point, underwent a
levelling off of his administrative
aspirations. This year he was embroiled
in a scandal over his handling of the Reg
Fee Committee (holding votes by calling
people individually, helping Vice
Chancellor Hunt allocate $107,000
without the Committee’s approval, etc.).
This year, when a new Vice Chancellor
of Student Affairs was selected,
Whitehili, the heir apparent, was passed
ovcr.

Thus, a little digging would reveal that
Richard Whitehill is not an objective
observer of Day Care, and that to have
him sitting on its Options Committee,
directing its fate in the Reg Fee
Committee, and being quoted as a child
care authority, seems a bit much to
swallow-without, at least, a large grain
of salt.
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Print Co-op member Joe Cooper cools do,~’n the offset press ~r another run Co-op is
located at the Student Center.

’Se__S_ f-managed sweat/’

UCSD Print Co-op
Gets Back on Feet

The Print Co-op is a cramped
workshop in the south wing of the
Student Center, next to the Bike Shop
and Groundwork Books. The offset
press and plate camera take most of the
floorspaceand posers, epigrams and jobs
well-done decorate the walls. In March
of 1978 four UCSD students volunteered
their time and energy to the Print Co-op,
operated by one person then, in the
hopes of maintaining it as a student-run
campus service. At present, the Co-op is
three volunteer workers, one paid
worker, and one manager. Beginning
with a debt of nearly 2000 dollars to the
Student Center, the Print Co-op has
operated to reduce this debt and
provide quality offset printing, cutting,
folding, padding, stapling, coalating,
reduction, enlargement and limited
layout. The workers have formed a
collective to work toward self-definition,
self-mangement, and collective
cooperative labor serving the campus
community. The ongoing process of self-
definition has already yielded an
Industrial Workers of the World union
shop and commitment to a left
libertarian position.

"Left libertarianism means we hold, in
common, principles of decentralism,
voluntary collectivism, uncoerced
cooperation, and workers or community
control of the means of production," a
Co-op worker said.

A poetry wall faces one upon entering
the Print Co-op, and the workers have
set up a community area outside with
chairs, tables and a bulletin board for
customer comfort and information. The
work is relaxed, sometimes self-paced,
and the workers struggle to make it
demystified and unalienated. Print Coop
meetings rarely last an hour, as most
ideological discussion and practical
debate, as well as many shop decisions
and agreements, occur on the shop floor
during working hours.

"There are two basic contradictions in
the Print Co-op," another Co-op worker
said, "’the contradiction between our
desire for self-mangement and the
Student Center’s concern with top-down
business management, and the
contradiction between our efforts at
collective, cooperative labor and the
Student Center’s emphasis on the Co-op
as a capitalist enterprise. Concretely, the
Print collective must struggle with a
manager and the Student Center
bureaucracy to convince them that self-
management and a cooperative Co-op
shop do not mean economic inefficiency,
poor-quality printing or business
instability."

By summer, the Print Co-op hopes to
pay off its debt, and, with volunteer
labor, it will try to stay open until the
next academic year.
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UC San Die0o University Events Office presents a lecture

THE CASE OF ETHEL
AND

JULIUS ROSENBERG
by Robert (Rosenberg) Meeropol

"’History will record...that we were victims

of the most monstrous frame-vp
of our country."

Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, June 1953

May 25, Thursday, 8:00 pm UCSD Students $1.00
Mandevllle Auditorium General Admission $2.00

Also, Film: The Unquiet Death of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
Thursday, May 10, 7:30 pro, TLH 107, FREE

UCS0 Box Office 452-4559
8dverlisement

GSU Presses for.Reg
Fee Accountability

ln a resolution adopted May 3 and in a In another development the GSC
letter to Chancellor McEIroy dated May
4, the Graduate Student Council
attempted to respond to administrative
attacks on its chair, Don Strebel, and to
clarify its position with regard to the Reg
Fee Committee.

The resolution took note of the abuse
of the Reg Fee process by the office of
the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs
and stated that the GSC "deeply
deplored the ad hominem attacks upon
Mr. Strebel by the Chancellor and his
representatives and calls upon these
administrators to address the issue at
hand: administrative abuse of the
Registration Fee Process." The
resolution passed with a unanimous vote
of departmental representatives at the
GSC meeting.

In its letter to the Chancellor, the GSC
asserted that UC systemwide guidelines
call for "active solicitation of student
views prior to decisions affecting" Reg
Fees and that such ties are an "essential
and major consideration." The
Chancellor’s "refusal to implement the
provisions of the Legislative Resolution
(Res. Ch. 90, Statutes of 1977)," which
had formed the basis of the six principles
of reform the GSC previously put forth
for the Reg Fee Committee, "is a matter
of grave concern which threatens both
the democratic rights of the people of
California and the autonomy of the
University," the GSC told McEIroy.
"Unless serious democratization" of the
Reg Fee Committee and the
"Registration Fee process is
undertaken," the letter warned, "Court
challenges of the legality of the fees will
most likely succeed."

The letter confirmed that the GSC
Reg Fee Representative will remain
withdrawn until the six principles for
reform (enumerated in an April 14 letter)
are given "’serious and satisfactory
consideration."

McEIroy and Assistant Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs Richard
Whitehili had attempted to downgrade
the GSC’s criticisms of administrative
abuse of Reg Fee by singling out Strebel
as acting irresponsibly and unilaterally.
The GSC stressed that Strebel had been
acting strictly on the instructions of the
Council as a whole.

Rosenbergs’ Son
to Speak Here

Robert (Rosenberg) Meeropol, son 
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, will speak
at UCSD Thursday, May 25th. The
Rosenbergs were sent to the electric
chair in New York on June 19, 1953,
convicted of conspiring to steal atomic
bomb secrets for the Soviet Union. A
massive worldwide movement was
mounted in a vain effort to save their
lives,and supporters have maintained
their innocence ever since.

A national committee has been trying
to get the case reopened (the committee
includes UCSD Professor Emeritus
Harold Urey). Rosenberg supporters
allege a massive frame-up, including
forged evidence and perjured testimony.

Supporters have tried to place the
executions in historical context, alleging
that it served a propaganda purpose in a
period in which the U.S. was gearing up
a permanent war economy, expanding
all over the world and competing for
hegemony with the USSR. Also during
this period, massive domestic
surveillance and red-baiting were
instituted on grounds of the
"Communist threat." Supporters allege
the Rosenberg case served as justifica-
tion for such a trend.

Meeropol, who is touring the country,
and who has written a book on the case,
will speak at 8 p.m. in Mandeville Audi-
torium. A film, "The Unquiet Death of
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg", will be
shown Thursday, May 18th at 7:30 p.m.
in TLH 107.

informed the various College Councils
that it has learned that the
Administration plans to eliminate
College Council Representatives from
the Reg Fee Committee next year,
replacing them with representatives
from the ASUCSD.

Such a move would create an
intolerable situation whereby funded
activities in the colleges could be
"seriously threatened by a power block
of students voting as instructed by a few
AS bosses ’elected’ by a minute fraction
of the student body," said the GSC.

The GSC asked College Council
endorsements of its April 17 principles
for reform of Reg Fee and called for a
united plan to thwart the "latest threat to
effective student representation."

Lies my Chancellor
told me....
"The outside agency was an option re-
commended b.v the Day Care Options
Committee. "( He told the Union and TT
Well, it was recommended, but only by
one person on a committee of 13(Rick
Whitehill, Reg. Fee Co-chair, who did
not observe the agency’s program in
action).
"! don’t have to listen to a shouting
match." (He told the Union , regarding
the March meeting with parents).
Everyone else at the meeting agreed no
"shouting" took place.
’" We can’t afford $4,000 per child. "(His
secretary told media).
But this year the Center cost only $2704
per child, compared to $4086 for
Berkeley, $3684 for UCLA (source Day
Care Options Committee report).
"The Center costs ’us" $100,000 a year to
operate." (He told media).
Yet parents and the State Department of
Education cover 3/4’s of this- so who is
’US’?

"! had to cut back the Center because of
rising costs." (He told media).
Yet records show last year’s deficit of
$40,000 (brought on because the
Business Office discontinued State Aid)
would be reduced to $25,000 next year.

"The parents have a point; theypay their
Reg." Fees." (He told the TT).
Yet on getting to Reg. Fee the parents
found the Chancellor had instructed
Reg. Fee members he would not approve
their subsidization of the Center.(And
what administrator with his career in
mind would vote against one with
McEIroy’s power?)

"1"il go myself and recommend Reg. Fee
fund the Center." (He told the parents
and their supporter last Wednesday).
Yet he didn’t show up and sent a memo
saying the deficit was too high to fund.
"There are just no administrative funds
available".(He tells everyone).
Yet other administrators have said such
funds are available, that the subsidy
needed is very small in proportion to
money spent on other things around here
(such as the $30,000 or more per year just
to maintain McElroy’s 18-room rent-
free mansion).
"It doesn’t take a genius to work with 4
and 5 year oids". (He told KGB).
Yes, he demeans children, child care
workers and parents, all of whom know
how important it is to have skilled and
sensitive people working with people in
their "formative" years--all in an effort
to belittle the issue in the public eye. Yet,
our sources reveal that McEIroy himself
in his "private" life knows enough about
decent and quality child care to place his
own child in the best center money can
buy Ione that is modelled on the same
principles as the UCSD Center.

"We’ll arrest them at 3 p.m. Friday so
they can’t get together a protest". (He
told the LA Times and which was the
truth, ’he thought, but more than 500
people, by conservative media estimates,
did show up to protest.)
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What Is Quality Day Care?

Quality day care begins with a warm,
secure environment and ends with a love
of learning which continues on outside
of the school or center environment.
That this can be achieved in a situation
where one adult must be responsible for
a dozen or more children is questionable
at best. For how can such a person - no
matter how well intentioned - find the
time to demonstrate that s/he is a caring
adult, to integrate their concern with
skill and thereby realize their fullest
potential. An effect which would be felt
by th~ children and thus, allow them to
begin to realize their own potential as
well.

A prodigious quantity of data from
psychologists, sociologists, anthropolo-
gists, ear!y childhood educators, et. al.
describes the incredible process
whereby pre-school-aged children are
bombarded with an immense amount of
sensory information about the world. At
the same time they are in a process of
physical growth with their bodies still
developing the means to receive and
assimilate that information. These
authorities further substantiate that it is
in this period that a concept of self begins

to emerge. In such a vulnerable time is
mere supervision of children adequate or
desirable? Does it express the kind of
human value we would wish to manifest
to our children or to our community or
to human history? Or do we rather wish
to affirm their personal worth and
encourage each one to discover the
uniqueness of their selves and others as
well as the infinite possibilites in the
world for actualization of that self.

How Do Children Learn?

How then do children learn about
their world in an active manner as
opposed to a passive, quantitative one?
Do they develop an active enquiring
mind by recognition of their being as a
quantity or object? We think not.

The fundamental requirement for a
quality program is the provision of an
atmosphere wherein children feel
acceptance. Acceptance of themselves
unconditionally. That is not to say
acceptance of any and all types of
behaviour. Rather the knowledge that
s/he can be themselves at all times--
happy, cranky, sad, naughty--and in
spite of everything, know that they are

cared for. Children need to know the
adults around them are aware and
available during the times they have a
need to be touched or to be hugged. But
how does an adult recognize those
times?

Only through adequate interaction
with and knowledge of individual
children is this understanding possible.
And given the physical and mental
activity level of the children, it would
hardly seem possible to establish an
intimate relationship with a large
number of children, andparticularlyin a
traditional schoolroom setting replete
with a curriculum designed to teach a
required body of knowledge.

Parents Facilitate Learning

Parental input in the learning process
is another factor. They are bridges to
their children. Most obviously to their
interests, moods, fears, growth. More
importantly as the bridge to active living
experiences for both child and adult.
Their participation reaffirms to thechild
that living in the world is not a passive
experience. The children see that
learning is not any one person’s exclusive
entity nor an object external to their
parents. They will begin then to under-
stand that learning is continuous and not
confined to certain days of the week, cer-
tain places, or a certain person. Parent,

child, teacher work together to deter-
mine education adapting it so as to be a
viable learning process which expands
and is expanded upon.

How does one ensure a staff capable of
facilitating such learning?

Staff Facilitates Learning

Of course education and experience
are factors in the selection process;
however, a strong comittment to indivi-
dualized learning as well as participa-
tory learning is most important. That
presupposes at least a desire to do so; at
best, continual formulaL .a of how that
can best be effected. A ~ rson with a
degree may never have contemplated the
data needed to ’earn’ it while one with no
formal education may lack the diversity
of social experiences needed to verify

What’s wrong with UCSD?
It is no great revelation that something

is wrong here at UCSD, that even the
supposed cream of American youth who
come here to get the credentials that will
place them near the top of the societal
structure suffer from discontent. "The
place is alienating," we hear all the time,
"a factory, a research plant with students
thrown in as window dressing." Good
teachers are fired in bundles, great
"scholars" cannot or will not teach,
everyone is spread out and isolated, the
place has no center--indeed, the Student
Organizations Advisor tells people that
70 percent of those who start here fail to
finish.

To gain some insight into how this sad
state came to pass some history--
mercifully brief- -is needed. UCSD grew
out of Scripps Institute. Some twenty
years ago, when the place was planned,
students were not really wanted. First
graduate students were accepted, then,
grudgingly, undergraduates. The state
legislature mandates a teaching function
for the university and that is the primary
reason students are allowed here.
Otherwise the place would run smoothly
on grants and aid from the federal
government (mostly defense
department) and corporations (several
of which followed the university into the
territory).

The early leaders of UCSD were
scientists, but of the older humanist
stripe, according to our sources on the
faculty. Men such as Roger Revelle,
Harold Urey and Linus Pauling were of
this type. The university was still in a
period of expansion, the [).S. economy
was enjoying the boom derived from the

ruins of World War 11. When the place
was opened to undergraduates in the
mid-60’s the administration tried to put
on the liberal, humanist gloss which
would enhance the prestige of the
institution. Traditional academic
policies of pluralism resulted in a
number of inquisitive scholars being
hired, such as the renowned Herbert
Marcuse in Philosophy. Subsequently,
outstanding departments were built up
in such disciplines as Literature and
Sociology, as well as the sciences.

A Changing World

Gradually, a pall has lallen over the
entire country as well as UCSD. The
gloomy events and discoveries of the
lndo-Chinese War (some call it
Genocide), the Nixon-Watergate years,
economic catastrophics such as the
decline of the dollar, the eclipse of the
U.S. by Germany and Japan in the
international marketplace, the ascension
of the OPEC block, etc., have brought
about a whole new ballgame in which the
university has to operate.

No more are there jobs galore for the
class of people UCSD graduates; no
more are there many jobs at all except in
certain sciences or real estate. As a
consequence, fewer people are given the
chance to go here (hence tighter
admission requirements, etc.). Fewer
people are allowed to excel (hence
tighter grade standards, increased
competition, the fanatical effort to
separate out the "top ten ocrcent" from
the "ordinary types.) Humanistic
studies are eroded, as are any "critical"
programs. With economic conditions so

bad, and not likely to get much better
under the status quo, who needs an
educated, analytical, but unemployable
class of people on the streets?

In other words, why have a Third
College educating critics of the system
(as it was designed to do) when the
system has no place for critics? Why have
other human studies departments
emphasizing critical thinking or putting
things in larger perspectives?

So at UCSD we have seen the
direction and tone of the place change
somewhat. In 1972 William McEIroy
arrived as Chancellor. McEIroy, a
former chair of Biology at Johns
Hopkins irl Baltimore, served as head of
the National Science Foundation under
President Nixon. McEIroy, a
conservative type, is especially valuable
to UCSD in bringing in funds for
research. Directly under McElroy is
Paul Saltman, another biologist, whose
scientific contribution is an effort to save
the poor by inserting iron into their
Twinkles. Together. Saltman and
McEIroy have carried out a policy which
has trimmed the humanistic studies,
denied tenure to some of the best
teachers (who often happened to be
critical thinkers), and encouraged an
environment in which students are
coerced to undercut one another in order
to avoid failure.

Roles in Society
In fact, most students are designated

for failure from the start.
Mathematically, it is impossible for a
significant percentage of us to succeed.
Thus, a type like Saltman preaches a
gospel of Social Darwinism which will
prepare people to occupy roles of
dominance or submission in the very
social structure which creates the

what s/he has been taught. However
one would certainly suppose that expo-
sure to many perspectives of thought as
well as knowledge of the stages of human
growth would necessarily be sought out
by the person interested in real learning.

Chiid/Adult Diversity

Exposure to many different kinds of
people--fat, thin, quiet, loquacious,
white, brown--is also extremely impor-
tant as regards staff. Also, the staff must
remain constant. Frequent changes in
adults means stressful changes in the
growth and learning process of children.
Repeated experiences of building trusts
and confidances only to have them con-
stantly broken will surely thwart the
development of a positive sense of self
and most probably will lead too mistrust
of others.

The final aspect of decent, quality day
care is the need for diversity in the
population of the children. Just as they
need to interact with many adults, they
need to do so with children from varied
economic, social and ethnic" back-
grounds. Seeing or being told that other
cultures, life styles exist than they know
or practice is not qualitatively the same
experience as interacting, touching,
playing with other children. Such
exposure is of the most enriching and
real kind.

Quality day care is not an ambiguous
concept, it dedicates itself to the
principle of letting children have the
opportunity to discover and be
themselves; that children need the time
to interact and explore the world in a
secure environment and to realize that
all things are possible in that world. The
development of a lasting love of learning
and a love of humanity are its goal. Its
implementation is effected through an
adult/child ration low enough to ensure
individualized learning; qualified, caring
staff members; diversified staff and child
population; and parental voice in educa-
tional policy.

Its time for all of us to let children
know we don’t regard them--or our-
selves--as numbers or objects.Actively
Support Quality Day Care.

conditions of alienation we all resent.
Crucial to that gospel is the effort to
convince us that the insane world we
occupy is somehow "natural" or the best
we can hope for, that our leaders are
great people doing the best they can for
US.

Still, the weakness of the Saltmanian
position rests on the fact that it is wrong,
that people know that all is not right,
that they glimpse a better world and have
enough strength left to struggle for it.
Saltman, McEIroy, etc. know this and
have carried out a calculated plan to zap
those departments, programs and
professors they consider to be sources of
critical thinking. Specifically they have
denied tenure to those professors who
encourage students to analyze the
system, to speak out, and--heaven
forbid--to act on their discontents.
Thus, after this quarter, no more Will
Wright; no Tony Ngubo.

Physically, we have La Jolla Farms on
one side, Gulf Atomic, University City
and Towne Centre on the others. La
Jolla Farms was university land--it
could have been small shops and low-
cost housing, but was sold selectively at
extremely attractive prices (to people
such as Paul Saltman). Students are
frowned on there. Gulf Atomic, etc., are
convenient repositories for UCSD drop-
outs at the lower and middle- teeh level.
And the Towne Centre is a nice
fantasyland, a Disneyland of the credit
card, a consumer’s wet dream, a bizarre
monument to commodity fetishism in
which the harried citizen can try to
escape the depression of the workaday
world by sinking further into the debt
that keeps her/him obedient to the crass
intrusions of the alarm clock.

For the Future

What can be done about the situation
(’ontinued on page seven

t

DAY--CARE--SIT--IN--TALK--ING--BLUES
This is a story ~’~
Bout chancellor Mc Elroy
Big Mac...William D...Tex for short
And a little bit of money
At his university ~,
He cut from a facility ?i~
Whose only utility -- ~ ~

---DaycareWal Its loving dedication, to children
w~.~:~flL:;:~

L
.~

So mainly it’s a story about kids

~)~°~l~" 

It’s a kids story
But it’s no fairy tale
Well the mames and the popes

i: ~~ ,~k,~~"Of these sons and daughters
C°lk)ctedf°urth°usandsitlnatures q~ ! ~~ tWhich are some pretty higfi figures " ~~
At a place like U.C.S.D.

~~ -~
Spelled A.P.A.T.H.Y.------apathy
And it was the claim
Of these four thousand name
That Daycare should stay
And it should stay the same
With a little help from our Reg. Fee
------if need be

Soon word trickled down
That the daycare center had been shut down
And the parents of the kids found
That no one cared for their children
So they rushed to the desk
Of Big Mac in the flesh
In the chancellor’s office
They held a conference-----
And when faced with the petition
By half the campus population
McEIroy thought It was a
Strange sliuaUon------
"’Those students must not have
Known what they were signing" Said h,
What the Hell? Tex seems to think
Theyre educating a bunch of illiterate,
At his own university
Fools at school
What are they teaching you folks?
Sunbathing 1017
Advanced Intermediate Boredom 387?
It’s a scandal that you people can’t read
What you are signing
But then neither can McEIroy------

The parents persisted
"’Loosen up" they said
"’We know you "re got the bread"
But Big Mac shook his head
Rolled over and played deadl

BOW--WOW
To the parents he said with a smile
And a two-faced grlnn
That he deeply sympathized
With the hole they were In
But ain’t it a sin
Nothing he could do-----
Why not ask the friendly sympathetic
Burecrats at Reg. Fee...
In fact I’ll recommend this to them
Personally
This afternoon we’ll set up a
Committe
"’1 "11 be there" he promised
SNICKER SNICKER SNICKER
SNICKER SNICKER SNICKER

\

Yes Big Mac split, enough to say
That he’d be back later in the day
But It seems It dldn "t turn out that way
For he was too busy
Laying at poolside of Black’s Mansion
Sipping a happy hour cocktail
And doing whatever figure-head chancellors
Do on the Job in their spare time-----
Staying as far away from school as possible
Of course...
Prek)ndlng that nothing had ever happened
There Is NO business like NO buslnessl
So In addition to being the
Head Illiterate at this Institution
Of higher education
It also seems that
Your chancellor has a chronic tendency
Of being a two-faced bad faith liar
I guess you’ve got to be to get where he is ....

Fed up and exauated by a losing game
Of burecratic ping-pong
The kids and their parents
And some understanding students
Standing In his office
Decided on their next course of Action
Which was easy enough
Everybody Just slt-downl

SITI SIT! SIT! SITf SITI
SIT! BIT! SIT! SIT! SIT!
SIT! SIT! SIT! SIT! SIT!
Sitting in for Daycars
Waiting for the day to pass
Twenty-one were arrested
While flvehundred sat on the grass
(It "s the type of education
That you will never get in clessl)

By David Dank)Is
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Chilean torture ship due:

protest planned
The Esmeralda, a four masted, 353

foot long Chilean naval ship once known
by the Chilean people as "The White
Lady", was used as a torture center and
prison ship immediately following
the September I I, 1973 military coup.

The Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights of the Organization of
American States, noted in a report
issued in 1974, that the country’s military
government had denied it permission to
inspect the Esmeralda on the ground
that she had been designated "a military
area".

In its report, however, thecommission
included testimony from prisoners who
described their treatment aboard the
ship, which was built in Spain for Chile
more than 20 years ago and has been
used as a naval training vessel.

On May 21-22 the Esmeralda is
scheduled to visit the San Diego Area, by
invitation of the US Navy to participate
in American Armed Forces Week. The
Chilean Junta sends "the Esmeralda" as
a "good will" ship with such "friends and
allies" as naval officers from apartheid
South Africa and the repressive regime
in Brazil as "honorary crewmen". For

the people of Chile the ship has become a
symbol of the cruelty and brutality of the
military Junta.

An Ad Hoc Group to Stop the
Esmeralda has been formed in San
Diego and the first stage of protest
through telegrams to the US Navy
Secretary and to the Commander of the
local I lth Naval District is now being
conducted by the group which has
already received endorsement by 25 local
organizations among them the
International Longshoremen’s and
Warehousemen’s Union, Local 19. in the
San Francisco Bay Area, where the
Esmeralda is scheduled to arrive on may
16th the Berkeley City Council passed a
resolution against the presence of the
Esmetalda in the area. Representatives
Dellums, Ryan and Edwards also have
issued statements and have joined in the
efforts to stop the Esmeralda.

The group is also planning a
demonstration at a time and place to be
announced later through leaflets. For
information regarding the Esmeralda
and how you can help, call 453-9164. Ad
Hoe Group to Stop the EsmeraMa, San
Diego, Calif.

Spanish labor organizer interviewed
Interview with A4iguel Atesa.
repre.wntative (,/ Confederation
.Va(’ional de/ Traha/o.
Miguel: I’m here at the imitation of the
IWW to the C’NT. IWW wants someone
here from the CNI to talk about
anarcho-svndicalism and workers" sell-
management.
Q:/tow i,~ the (’NT or~ani2ed/
M: CNT is anarcho-syndicalist. That
means that in the First International
where Marx and Bakunin split the
International, the CNT is the tendency
of Bakunin. -Ihe base of the CNI is the
assembly. It~ the workers "*ho decide
everything without leaders, without
political parties and without
centralization. On this basis the CNT
works, so the base of the CNT is the
unions, the individual unions, and
within the unions, the sections. 1-he
sections in the free assembly make all
kinds of decisions. They decide
everything, l he assembly decldes who’s
going to be the representatives, the
delegates, but the delegates of any
committee, the only thing they ha~,e to
do is read what theassemblv has decided
and tell the assembly the consensus.
The,,, cannot decide by themselves, lhke
the National Committee, they have to
resign even if they are good, working
good lhev haze to resign after one year.
This is the "*ax the committees can be
renewed all the time. and for new people
to come into the committees. There are
no wages. Nobody gets paid from the
organization. 1-he unions are completely
free to decide what they want to do--
publicat!ons, actions--and they [ederate
in national, regional and local
lederations. We say everything must
come from the assemblies. There must be
direct action, directly lrom the base.
Q. About hem manl memher.~ are there
in the (’.~’ 17’

M: Right now, we ha,,e about 300,000
members in Catalonia, Andalucia.
Valencia, Madrid, Asturias and all over
Spain.

Q: (’an i’ou tal~ ah,ut dele,~,ate.~. [~ mw
person a/hm’ed to keep w¢~rkin£, at a
poxition all the lime? !~ everlhOdl
suppo.wd to volltllleer .wiDle linle (21 ,wiDle

point? thm d.e,~ it u~t’k e.lactlr?

M: In the morning, it you go to any otlice
or hall of the CNT, the CNT is closed
because people are "*orking. l hisisan
organization ol "*orkers. I he~ ~ork and
the activity of the organization is the
work. All is ~oluntarv. People in the
union can propose someone to be
delegate, but he or she has to say "Yes I
"*ant to’" or "’No I don’t gant to be a
delegate." Its all ~oluntarx. I.ikc dues
and everything is what people can pa.,,.
We believe in the conscience of the
people.

Q." .4 re there <’urrenth an1 w¢,’~er-
Owlled. worker-c,nlr,lh, d ./acloric.s ill

Spain?
M: Right now in Spain, after Franco
died, vve live in a hard period ~’here
everything is changing so fast. Its not by
lag’ or by constitution these changes in
Spain. its because the people are taking
their own freedom. The go,~ernment
hopes to put in authoritarian unions, st)
the leaders and the bureaucracies can
make deals behind the backs of the
workers. So "*e have almost two ~eals of
this government, after Franco died. and
everything is ne~. l’*o years ago
everything ,,’as illegal. To organize or to
be a member ot any party or union was
illegal Noa it~ not. E~erything is ne’*.
But there are no collectivities like during
the Re~olution. Ihe base of the s~stem in
Spain is capitalist.

More on ’Consciousness Industry’

Almost everyone agrees that media are a powerful force in contemporary society,
and that centralization of information transmission has serious implications for how
social communications will be carried out. Earlier this year the new ind|ellto
reviewed Hans Magnus Ensenzberger’s The Consciousness Industry. The/oliowmg
summary, from the chapter titled "Constituents of a Theory of Media," indicates
criteria for beginning an analysis of existing media and for developing new methods.
Repressive use of media

Centrally controlled program
One transmitter, many receivers

Immobilization of isolated individuals
Passive consumer behavior

Depoliticization
Production by specialists

Control by property owners or
bureaucracy

Emancipatory use of media

Decentralized program
Each receiver a potential transmitter

Mobilization of the masses
Interaction of those involved, feedback

A political learning process
Collective production

Social control by self-organization

Gonzo derelict passes
through

One-half hour late for his UCSD
appearance, Dr. Hunter S. Thompson
was whisked away like a rock star in an
official university automobile promptly
at ten to catch the last commuter flight to
LA and his hotel suite where, he said, he
planned to drink, smoke, and "tuck my
brains out all night in the jacuzzi."

He didn’t say much else. Opening the
show with a Heineken from an ice chest
at his feet and some difficulties with the
mike, the show never progressed.
Thompson mumbled on incoherently
about nothing and was reluctant to
expound on anything, even to meaty
questions like, "Who really runs this
country anyway?," or "Who are the
brain po6ceT"

Early into the show there was a rap-a-
tap on the papered over glass windows of
the cafeteria. Keys, rings, and coins
clattered a chorus of indignation from
without and the spastic drunken doctor
with the baseball cap splurred out
obscenities from within. There were
mumblings in the mass of ’two-legged
white people’ of a speech impediment.

When he did address the crowd, "a
half-literate group of dope addicts," the
doctor sporadically blurted out
incoherent fragments of rhetoric. He
spoke of the ’Saigon War Junkies’ and
his experiences there during the
evacuation when his "main fear was of
being rescued by the U.S. Marines." He
spoke of Nixon, "a traesparent piece of
political machinery."

Thompson demanded to be addressed
as ’Dr. Thompson,’ "by the titles of the
realm," he said, and took every
opportunity to ask for drugs from the
audience, just as he took every
opportunity to kill time (like signing
copies of his book on-stage) while
sipping from an iced Wild Turkey and
chain smoking. He almost admitted
openly that he was only here for the
money. (All made 3 million just for
showing up in the ring, win or lose.)

Even though his appearance was
structured as a speaker-audience
dialogue, few took the opportunity to
step behind the mike which was virtually
inaccesible to the’standing room only"
crowd. But Thompson’s responses to

daycare flash...
from page one

"We call," the statement concluded,
"on you students fighting for Daycare to
join us in our fight."

The Committee for Decent Daycare
vowed to continue the struggle for
maintenance and expansion of the
present outstanding Day Care Center
and to make decent, quality day care

As we go to print, we have received a
statement from the Chancellor which
says that he will approve the Reg Fee
Committee’s recommendation for the
1978-79 budget. He also said that "bid

those speakers were only adequate
enough to dismiss them.

The only ’dialogue’ was the continual
exchange of insults hurled by the crowd
which felt shortchanged by Thompson’s
persistent reluctance to exhibit the
’Gonzo Journalism’ that he is famous
for. (Although it could be argued that his
act was living expose of Gonzo
Journalism in the best traditions of
Ghandian disengagement, and a rip-off
of an established and respected
vocational channel: the lecture circuit).

One question from the audience that
was actually answered was about the
meaning of the first part of Thompson’s
article on the Spinks-Ali fight in Vegas
published in the last issue of Rolling
Stone. Thompson said that actually
there was no explanation: Part ! had
been pieced together by Rolling Stone
editors from Thompson’s notes after
Thompson had informed RS that he
needed another two weeks beyond the
deadline. With a Rolling Stone issue
coming out and Thompson’s name
already on the cover, the RSeditors had
no other choice.

Hunter Thompson at UCSD was not
the journalist but the name that appears
on the cover of Rolling Stone.
Thompson, to earn the $1,600 allocated
by ASPECT for his one hour live on-
stage appearance had to do little else
than what he did, appear in the drunken-
stoned, grubby, late-for-his-plane role
the journalist portrays in his own book,
and magazine articles. One of several
counter-culture spokesmen, a cult hero,
Thompson no longer functions as a
journalist, but as a commodity within
the media industry bought whole-
heartedly by his counter culture
groupies. Both Thompson and the
counter culture have been incorporated
into the commodity/consumer
mechanism that characterizes our
system, and from which nothing is
immune.

As he left, the curtain of indignation
fell in protest over the commercialized
clone of Hunter Thompson. That night
on the cement sidewalk near where he
spoke the words were spray painted in
red, ’Gonzo is Dead.’

requests to possible contract operators
will be withdrawn." McEIroy stated that
he welcomes the "advent of a student
referendum in November 1978, but
asserted an intention to maintain control
of the Day Care Center operations. He
also reiterated a belief that the costs are
too high and that "a new mode of
operations" will "have to evolve." He
made no mention of dropping the
charges against those arrested.

One Day Care supporter noted the
ominous tone of the qualifications in the
statement and reaffirmed the need to
keep pushing the struggle for parent and
student control of the Center as well as
student control of all student funds.

Student Orgs adviser implicated

AS elections manipulated?
The recent AS elections have caused

the triton times to crow over the
newfound "legitimacy " conferred upon
the AS by students in an election where
70 percent of them declined to vote.
(Some students, however, felt strongly
enough about the AS to vote twice.)
During the campaign there were
constant violations of the Elections
Codes by the ASUCSD, the candidates,
and the administration. The failure to
enforce the codes, however, is not the
most significant way in which the results
were manipulated.

An anonymous leaflet posted around
campus protested the alleged
manipulation of the parking "issue" by
the Chancellor and certain candidates,
and noted that the issue could well have
been manufactured in order to aid a
certain candidacy. The sudden reversal
of the Chancellor’s decision, without the
presentation of any additional data, and

determine those candidates receiving
this aid were incumbents and others
interested in maintaining the status quo.
One race in which Spicer took a
particular interest was the campaign for
Commissioner of Communications.
Spicer encouraged James Montgomery
to rewrite his platform, telling him that
he had blown the triton times
endorsement by talking about merging
the various papers into a "full-service"
journal. Montgomery told one of his
opponents that Spicer had called him
(the opponent) a "space case."

Montgomery was not alone in
receiving such "assistance." Spicer
claims to have aided several candidates
with their campaigns. He states that such
aid is a part of his job, even though it was
not available to all. Spicer said be had a
special interest in helping those who
showed a lack of competence in their
early statements. He stated that students

May 1970: Three sit-ins--two at Muir’s 2A and one at Revelle’s Urey
Hall -- locus campus attention on the issue of "war-related research" alleged to’
be going on in faculty laboratories. Administration threats of police intervention

limited the demonstrations to $ to S affairs, and legal action failed to deter
demonstrators. The Academic Senate met in a marathon week-long session to
deal with the ~ssue, and concluded deliberahons with a call to end all Depart-
ment of Defense lunding of research projects. Vice.Chancellor and Dean of

Student Affairs George Murphy, Public Affairs director Cy Greaves and Re.relic
dean Tom Hull are seen here tn discussion over the best course of action during
the ~.~,n.lr, in 2A-Prime.

in time for certain candidates to cash in who showed interest in running, even if
on theresuhingpublicity, is, tosaythe the,’ gere seemingly incompetent, AS official asks Presidentleast, suspicious.

lhc A.S. Bulletin, in a special edition
de~otcd to candidates’ photos and
platforms found a way to omit photos ol
certam candidates and broke off articles
abruptly in the middle of sentences with
no continuation notices, laid out copy at
random, etc.

Also, Student Organizations Advisor
Scott Spicer, an administrator last noted
for his use of university-paid time to
recruit for Brown University, was busily
working to aid certain candidates with
their campaigns. Some candidates
received such aid from Spicer in revising
their platforms, running their
campaigns, etc. So far as we can

should be given as much assistance a~
possible st) that their incompetence
"*ould not ~eigh against them at the
polls.

Howe~er much Spiccr may ~ant to
have an incompetent, and thus
malleable, "’government’ to work with it
is clearly not his job to use student
resources to accomplish these goals. The
AS is institutionally incapable of dealing
effectively with the problems that
confront students, but the admini-
stration’s interference in the elections
process insures that candidates wishing
to challenge the status quo will not be
elected, and thus the AS will not be
exposed as the Chancellor’s puppet that
it unfortunately seems tO be.

Saltman speaks...
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words to ponder...
~At UCSD we administrators refer to
the Student Health Service as the ’Well-
baby Clinic."

--Howard Hunt. Acting Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs,

on "Telepulse"

Saxon to intervene

Errata
Last issue’s Collective Notes, in

discussing the administrator-student
ratio at UCSD should have read:
"UCSD has twice as many
administrators per student as UC,Davis,
and 3 times as many as UC, Santa
Barbara.

Last issue’s What The Bill Will Do(S-
1437), page 7 should have read:
Sentencing: Sentencing for crimes would
be handled by a Sentencing Commission
to be appointed at some future time
which would be completely beyond our
control. Current law allows for parole
after one third of the sentence is served.
Under S-1437, however, parole would
not be granted until nine tenths of the
sentence has been served. The bill would
reenact the death penalty.

Native Americam:S-1437 continues a
trend to strip Native Americans of their
remaining sovereign rights. It increases
the number of major crimes applying to

Indian land from 13 to 22. These include
vague and potentially misused
provisions of "terrorizing" defined
broadly as a "threat to violence" and
"reckless endangerment" which could
bring federal law down on someone
exceeding the speed limit.

Failing to Tell the Government What it
Wants to Know:S-1437 makes it a
federal crime to make a false statement
to a federal official whether an FBI
agent, a postmaster, or an Internal
Revenue Agent. it does not matter
whether, you are under oath or not. if
you are called before a grand jury, you
can be forced to testify or be failed for
not doing so. By imposing "use
immunity" on a witness, federal
prosecutors can deny 5th Amendment
rights. They can then ask you any
question or make you give them any
document you possess.

Last issue’s centerfold collage was by
Steven B. Cohen and should have been
so credited.
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ASt!CSI) Commissioner o1 Student
Welfare Barry Hyman sent two memos
to UC I’rcsident l)avid Saxon last week.
In the first. Hyman, who has acted as
one of the spokespersons for the students
throughout the Daycare controversy,
spoke briefly of the history of continual

struggle of the UCSD Daycare center,
and outlined the findings of the Daycare
Options Committee in its extensive
report on the present facility. Hyman
appealed to Saxon to intervene in the
matter considering that "Chancellor

McFIrm abdicated the responsibility to
insure proper procedure" by refusing to
negotiate "*ith students. In another letter
to Saxon, written after Friday’s arrest of
the sit-in participants, Hyman urged that
all charges be dropped against the 21
students. "We feel that it is apparent that
the Chancellor has lost control of the
entire situation," he wrote. Earlier,
Hyman had been in contact with the
Governor’s office in Sacramento in
order to be placed on the agenda at the
Regent’s meeting to discuss the Daycare
issue.

Standing up for Daycare
Cominued#om page one

optimistic about his career bereT’
Many administrators contend--

although they won’t say so for
publication--that various administra-
tive funding sources are available to fund
the Center, but that the administration is
simply determined to be rid of the
responsibility for child care.

Ultimately, almost all those involved
will attest, the question is one of
priorities. For the administration, the
priority is research for the government

and business. For others it is education,
which for many of us, entails one "’social
service" or another, such as child care,
health care, psychological counseling,
tutoring, etc. In opting to arrest the
demonstrators rather that granting the
subsidy, which is small in the perspective
of university expenditures, in
discounting 4,000 supporters, McElroy
decidedly escalated the conflict. He has
exposed a lot of people to the nature of
his concerns and priorities. There is
certainly much more to come.

What’s wrong at UCSD...?
Continued from page.four

here? Well, there are some who think
that fraternities and sororities, maybe
even an intercollegiate football team, are
the answers. Such a "solution" would
present the illusion of a community, of
"something happening." Yet it would
also create elitist groups among the
students, not to mention divert attention
from the real structural and
philosophical problems which will not
go away.

The outpouring of resentment at the
corrupt tenure process, the
overwhelming support for a human-
oriented service such as child-care, the
support given humanist positions in AS
referendums (e.g., conversio n of atomic

labs to peaceful purposes) indicate 
constituency concerned with human
needs and priorities.

Answers to the problems we face will
not come from administrators who are
afraid to do anything not in accordance
with the expectations of those above
them. Nor will they come from faculty
who are either part of the problem or
afraid for their jobs. Answers will come
only from students working together,
with themselves and perhaps even with
the organized staff. There are many
groups here doing valuable work. The
time is nearing for them to establish a
coalition which would give some stable
form through which offensive actions
could be launched and followed
through, actions which would press the
democratization of every sector of this
institution.

WRITERS... RE VIE WERS. ..
DISTRIBUTORS, etc.

welcomed to help out this paper

call 452-2016 or come by the office in the

Student Center
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Brazilian
Eco-Catastrophe
Caused by U.S.
War Defoliant

NEW YORK (LNS)--A lethal vestige 
the US war in Indochina struck Rio
Grande do Sul province in southern
Brazil late in April. Casks of Agent
Orange gas sunk off the Brazilian coast
several veais ago apparently ruptured,
sending "the deadly chemical bubbling to
the surface to form a 286-mile long toxic
cloud. As the cloud swept in over
southern Brazil and northern Uruguay,
three people were killed almost instantly
and thousands of others suffered from
dizziness and vomiting.

Livestock and marine life were also
afflicted. "’Sea lions bleeding from the
nostrils have been crawling onto the
beaches in the stricken area and
collapsing dead on the sand," UPI
reported on April 20.

Responding to what Brazirs minister
of enviorment called "the greatest
ecological disaster in Brazillian history,"
the governments of Brazil and Uruguay
have rushed biologists, oceanologists
and toxicologists to the poisoned area.
But the damage has already been done.
And the long term effects could prove
devastating.

During the war in Indochina, US
pilots used Agent Orange to defoliate
nearly five million acres of the
Vietnamese countryside. The gas
contains the kni~wn carcinogen dioxin.
And medical workers in Viet Nam have
linked the poison to sharp increases in
both birth defects and cancer.

Eventually, these discoveries and
mounting international outrage forced
the US to ban further military use of
Agent Orange...and to ditch vast
quantities of the chemical in the
Atlantic. Still, it continues to show up.

Even before the recent incident in
Brazil and Uruguay, the toxic defoliant
had appeared in Latin America. An
April 1973 story in the Washington Post
observed that Agent Orange may have
been used to flood the Latin American
herbicide market "in the name of
international development and
improving the US balance of payments."
And in several western states in the US,
citizens are currently battling to block
use of Agent Orange by the US Forest
Service. The chemical is needed, Forest
officials claim, "to meet long-range
timber production goals."

CIA Agents Organize
’66 Coup d’etat
in Ghana

(ZNS)- The New York Times reports
that the CIA was deeply involved in the
overthrow of President Kwame
Nkrumah of Ghana.

The newspaper quotes what it
describes as first-hand intelligence
sources as saying that the agency advised
and supported a group of dissident
army officers who carried out the 1966
coup d’etat.

Nkrumah had reportedly angered the
United States by maintaining close ties
to the Soviet Union and China.

At one point during the coup, sources
told the NY Times, the station chief in
Ghana even requested that a special
deployment of paramilitary experts be
sent to storm the Chinese Embassy
during the coup, kill everyone inside,
steal their secret records and then blow
up the building to cover the operations.
After some hesitation, this plan was
rejected by the CIA leaders in Virginia,
the NY Times says.

The NY Times alleges that the coup
against Ghana was planned and carried
out by CIA field agents without the prior
approval of a high level interagency
group, now known as the "40
Committee," which was supposed to
monitor CIA activities.

Pentagon’s Wargasm
Revealed
(ZNS)--Former Pentagon researcher
Daniel Ellsberg claims that the US
Defense Dept. once adopted an ultra-
secret contingency plan for the
simultaneous dropping of hydrogen
bombs on every major city in the Soviet
Union, China, and other Communist
nations.

Ellsberg says that some Pentagon
planners referred to the plan as
"Wargasm.," The former Pentagon
Papers defendant claims that the plan
(reportedly drawn up by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff during the Eisenhower
Administration), was so secret that not
even the President was aware of it.

Ellsberg states that the technical name
for "Wargasm" was the "Strategic
Integrated Operational Plan," or
"SLOP" for short. He says he was the
first person to inform President
Kennedy and former Secretary of
Defense Robert McNamara of the
existence of SLOP. Says Eilsberg:
"Kennedy and McNamara were
horrified."

Ellsberg claims that until he revealed
the existence of the SlOP scenario,
President Kennedy had erroneously
assumed he could, in dire emergency,
launch nuclear weapons against a nation
such as the Soviet Union without
automatically bombing others,
including China. Kennedy is reported to
have eventually changed the SlOP plan.

Ellsberg says of his Pentagon
experiences: "I was in a unique place
with unique information and it was
revealed to me that humans are not to be
trusted with nuclear weapons.

U.S. Drug
Experimenters
Force-Feed
Methadone Junkies

NEW YORK (LNS)--Fifty federally
funded drug addiction treatment centers
across the U.S. are testing out a
potentially dangerous drug on 6,000
patients who reportedly have little
choice in the matter.

]’he Los Angeles-based institute for
the Study of Medical Ethics charges that
patients have been ridiculed by their
counselors or denied standard treatment
and forced to go cold turkev for rejecting
the inadequately tested narcotic l,-
AIpha-Acetylmethadol, or LAAM. in
sworn affadavits, the institute states that
addicts have been fiercely discouraged
from leaving the experimental program,
have been kept in the dark about the
drug’s powerful side effects, and have

signed consent forms abdicating their
personal rights in the experiment
without full understanding of the drug
program.

Funding for the LAAM program
comes from the National Institute on
Drug Abuse (NIDA), a division of the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare. The program was initiated by
HEW in 1969. The California-based
patients advocate group is filing a formal
complaint against NIDA, urging that the
coercive style of the program be
eliminated.

Use of LAAM has provoked a
catalogue of side effects, including
headaches, fatigue, stomach cramps and
withdrawal symptoms. One un-
suspecting subject informed the medical
ethics institute, "When ! asked to be
taken off and placed on methadone, they
delayed for a month .... saying it was all
in my head and that LAAM was
working. I was accused of trying to get
high when in fact ! had to use illegal
narcotics just to stay well enough to
function while on LAAM." And a
doctor verified that patients are abruptly
detoxified "if the client breaks the rules
¯ of the clinic or the research study."

To add insult to injury, addicts were
billed $60 a month for the privilege of
participating in Phase Ill testing of the
dangerous narcotic. Patrick Robinson,
director of research for the Institute for
the Study of Medical Ethics, says, "In all
our experience, it has been the researcher
who paid the experimental subject to test
a new drug.

FBI Under Hoover
Attempted to
’Neutralize’
Dick Gregory

NEW YORK (LNS)--Recently released
FBI files indicate that the Bureau
attempted to "neutralize" black
comedian and political activist Dick
Gregory as part of its Counter-
Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO),
the now notorious program designed to
disrupt political organizations and
discredit political leaders. The
information on Gregory was part of
13,000 pages of files released in response
to a Freedom of Information Act request
for documents on COINTELPRO
actions against black activists.

The released documents reveal that
the FBI, under the tutelage of former
Director J. Edgar Hoover, notified a
Mafia group called La Cosa Nostra of
anti-Mafia statements Gregory made on
his nightclub circuit. According to an
FBI memorandum dated May 15. 1968,

Gregory was quoted as saying,
"Syndicated hoods are all over. They are
the filthiest snakes that exist in the
world."

In an attempt to "neutralize" Gregory,
FBI head Hoover instructed Marlon W.
Johnson who was in charge of the FBI
Chicago office at the time, to "consider
use of this statement in developing a
counterintelligence operation to alert La
Cosa Nostra (LCN) to Gregory’s attack
on LCN."

Gregory, on reading the recently
released documents, is quoted as saying,
"Oh God, this is just incredible...Do you
realize what you have here? This piece of
paper has the director of the most
powerful police agency in the world
proposing to contact this Mafia so they
could work together." For "reasons of
national security" the FBI withheld an
additional 200 pages which undoubtedly
revealed in more detail the FBI’s effort to
"neutralize" Dick Gregory.

Almost three weeks after the May 15
memorandum, Hoover wrote another
memo to Johnson which said in part:

"Chicago, as office of origin of
Richard Ciaxton Gregory, also known
as Dick Gregory, should develop
counterintelligence measures to
neutralize him. Gregory has traveled all
over the country preaching black
nationalist extremism, hatred, and
violence.

"Gregory uses his reputation
as...comedian to insure his vitriolic
statements are reported by the press. He
has made personal attacks on the
President of the United States and the
director of the FBI and on FBI agents.

"Chicago should review Gregory’s file
and his current activities to develop
counterintelligence designed to
neutralize him. This should not be in the
nature of an expose, since he already gets
to much publicity. Instead,
sophisticated, completely untraceable
means in neutralizing Gregorr should be
developed."

A large part of the FBI’s effort to
neutralize Gregory included
disseminating misinformation, for
example alleging that Gregory preached
"black nationalist extremism, hatred
and violence." This effort to discredit
Gregory was primarily due to his ability
to communicate to black and white
audiences alike, thereby posing a threat
to the FBI. it should be remembered that
a central part of the FBi’s
counterintelligence program against
blacks was to reinforce racism by
discrediting blacks among white
communities.

Gregory is now demanding an
explanation from the FB! and seeking to
force release of 20 other FBI files on him
denied on the grounds of "national
security." News of the FBi’s attempt to
"neutralize" Gregory comes in the wake
of other FBI disclosures implicating the
Bureau in the assassinations of such
black leaders as Martin Luther King,
Malcolm X, Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark.

Although COINTELPRO has been
condemned for the far-reaching illegal
activities it has conducted since its
inception in 1956, President Carter’s new
Executive Order reorganizing the
intelligence community allows for
continuation of many of the worst
features of COINTELPRO. According
to the Campaign Against Government
Spying, Carter has authorized the
continuation of such activities as
"developing position papers to influence
the ideological stand (of left political
organizations) on important issues,
encouraging splits between members
and with other organizations, and
suggesting violence."
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